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Cover: Veronica Huss, Florida Federal Writers' Project, reads part of her
Conch Town manuscript to blind Wilbur Roberts and his granddaughter,
little Jean Smith, and a neighbor. Wilbur and Mary Jane Roberts migrated
to Florida from the Bahamas in 19 15. Their daughter, Bernice, married
"Yankee" Dick Smith who operated a party boat. This photo, together
with 43 others - plus collected songs, stories and riddles - will be in
Conch Town 1938, forthcoming early next year, obtainable from Charles
Foster, 824 Mystic A venue, Gretna, LA 70053.
Photo by Charles C. Foster, 1938
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6 Florida Challenge Conferences

November and December are the
months for the Florida Challenge
Conferences. Beginning October
30 & 31, in Orlando, they ended
December 11 & 1 2, with
representatives from all the
regional conferences gathering in
Tallahassee for the state conference. In between there were
conferences at Pensacola,
Jacksonville, Gainesville, Daytona
Beach, Tampa, Ft. Myers and Ft.
Lauderdale.
At each conference a keynote
speaker provided an initial focus
on this year's topic: "Reading is
Freedom: Becoming Literate,
Becoming Human." Philip
Momberger, who wrote an introduction (excerpted in this
newsletter) to the anthology
prepared as background for the
Conferences, spoke at several of
the conferences. At all conferences the participants broke up
into small groups where they explored sub-topics, brainstormed,
examined proposals, and formulated recommendations. After
coming together to compare notes
and clear the air for concerted progress, the sub-groups brought the

recommendations into focus for
final plenary consideration,
The insights, priorities and
recommendations coming out of
each regional conference went forward to the state conference in
the person of representatives
chosen by each regional conference. Humanities scholars and
lay people, young and old, urban
and rural, they shared a concern
for enhancing and enlarging
literacy. They discovered how illiterate most of us are in one area
or another. They made recommendations for policies and legislation
which can help to encourage
historical and civic literacy,
polycultural and scientific literacy,
aesthetic and evaluative literacy.
The final recommendations go
forward to the Governor and
legislators, as an agenda for public
action. Each year there is
legislative and administrative
response. But at least as important, each year the participants in
every conference discover how
much they learn, how significant
their involvement is, how worthwhile it is to share in shaping the
state.

2----------------------------------------------------------------------
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FOR TODAY'S TOMORROW
by Philip Momberger

excerpted from the Introduction to Reading is Freedom, an anthology prepared for the 1986 Florida Challenge
Without in the least blinking the
hard fact that the eradication of
functional illiteracy in Florida, let
alone America, will be an undertaking as politically arduous as it
will be expensive, let us suppose
the task not only agreed to, but
accomplished. Let us imagine a
coalition of legislators and
educators and professional and
business persons and philanthropists and volunteer tutors to
have marshalled the will and the
resources to have made us a
populace basically and universally
lettered. Let us imagine ourselves
a Florida in which every adult can
read and complete in English a job
application form, and can comprehend the antidote procedure
printed on a pesticide label, the instructions in an industrial or

The catch phrase Back
to Basics!" invites some
scrutiny
II

and foundational," it evokes as
well the adjective "base" that
signifies "ignoble, low, and
mean." The catchphrase thus unwittingly crystallizes the risk that
we may substitute the rudimentary
for the satisfactory, and may confuse the necessary with the sufficient. To succumb to that confusion would be to settle for far less
than the best possibilities of our
society, and of our own best
selves.

Philip Momberger, who teaches
and writes about modern
American and European fiction at
the University of West Florida, has
been Senior Fulbright lecturer at
the University of Warsaw and
Visiting Professor at Tamkang
University in the Republic of
China.

good of the social whole. But in
that projection we have not even
military training manual, the claims begun to image a Utopia or a
paradise regained. We have
in a campaign brochure, the
described an anthill, and nothing
discourse of Hi and Lois, the
weekly revelations of the National else or more.
Enquirer, and the ephemeral
As we debate our response to
"the literacy crisis" in "a nation
listings in TV Guide. We would
then, to be sure, be a functionally at risk" we would do well, as
George Orwell's great essay sugliterate land.
gests, to watch our language. The
Yet "functionality" is the mere
catchphrase "Back to Basics!",
mindless efficiency of the body,
the insect, or the machine. '' Func- for example, invites some scrutiny.
The slogan's first preposition not
tionality" is not the fulfillment of
only betrays nostalgic yearning for
the citizen, nor the flowering of
a lost Garden in which a blond
the intelligence, nor the measure
of the soul. In the ''functionally
and blue-eyed Adam parsed
McGuffey's Reader, it admits that
literate" Florida, every inhabitant
its summons is not forward to a
would know the tribe's communicative code. Every inhabitant future, for that looming prospect
implicitly is feared. And the
thus could ply his trade and earn
his living and so contribute to the slogan's final noun not only conorderly functioning and material
notes the virtues ''fundamental

Symptoms of the confusion will
readily suggest themselves. In our
legislatures and schools, for example, we have of late been drawing
up numerate lists of "minimum
functional competencies" or "survival skills," and have agreed that
we must teach and test the attainment of each. We have specified
the practical, utilitarian skills that
we must each acquire. Yet we
have barely begun to identify the
minimum kinds, or essential body,
of substantive knowledge that, if
we are to converse or cooperate,
we ought all possess and share.
We fragmentize into a plethora of
technic dexterities our conception
of education, and thus we fragment and mechanize our image of
ourselves. We concur that we all
must be "basically equipped to
survive"
but as what? And to
what ends beyond the equally
survival-seeking objectives of the
ant, the cabbage, and the cow?
For all our atomistic listings of
"competencies," we decline to
describe, let alone advocate, the
unitary humane competence that
- single and seamless, fluent and
adaptable - would make us more
fully participant citizens of our land
and era, and of the culture that
enfolds them both. We fail, in
short, to distinguish the anthill

LITERACY

continued

from Utopia, the functionally competent social insect from the fully
human being.
There are four dimensions of the
cultural literacy which
simultaneously expresses,
nourishes, and sustains our
humanity: the literacies civic,
scientific, historical, and symbolic
or visual. In the service of those
substantive and humanizing
literacies, the functional sort finds
its worthiest accomplishments, its
best uses, and its single best
reason for being.
A word on each.
If we are civically literate, we
understand the premises of our
rights, the rationale and structure
of the institutions we have devised
to guard them, and the dynamics
of those institutions' responses to
the winds and tides of contemporary history. If we are civically
literate, we can use those institutions to debate the future, and
thus can have the chance to
choose and shape the future we
would wish. The chance to
choose, of course, does not insure
the choice realized. But if we are
civically subliterate, we shall have
no choice nor chance at all.
Scientific literacy need not require that we can balance a
chemical equation or grasp each
local beauty in the magnificent
edifice of modern physics. Scientific literacy does require that we
understand the goals and methods
of the pursuit that, since the
seventeenth century, has redefined the world; that we understand not only the rights that
science claims, but the limitations
it concedes and the purposes it rejects. As the spectre of Josef
Mengele whispers, a society that
persists in an ignorant imaging of
its "Scientists" as Merlins or
Frankensteins or Strangeloves invites its most bigoted nightmares
to come true.
If we are historically literate, we
understand why and how we have
come to the here and now. Absent
that literacy, our humanity is
diminished, for it is impossible to

"Becoming Literate, Becoming Human" at the Daytona Beach Florida
Challenge Conference.
feel oneself a participant in the unfolding human adventure without
knowledge of the content and sequence of its chapters. Historical
literacy frees us from insect entrapment in the present moment,
and gives time-binding resonance
to our perceptions and choices,
and thus to our lives. As Alexander Solzhenytsin has almost
single-handedly retrieved the
history of the Russian people in
this century, he has taught us
anew that ifwe would hope to
choose and create our future, as
opposed to letting that be done for
us, we dare not lose our past.
Finally, to achieve symbolic or
visual literacy, we must educate
our eyes to "read" the languages
of the cinematic, painterly, and
plastic arts. In attaining literacy in
those arts, we learn that they offer
us not trivially diverting "escapes
from reality," but interpretative articulations of its mysteries and
meanings.
Which of those substantive
literacies would we wish our
fellows to possess? Which of them
shall we expect our schools and
other institutions to foster? And
which of them ought we demand
of ourselves? Each and all of
them, of course-not in order that
we may congratulate ourselves on
being "well-rounded" or even
well-read, but that our birthright of

humanity will respect itself enough
to grow.
How, Prudence asks, are those
wonders to be wrought? And how
much, Pinchpurse demands, will it
cost? One thinks of Herman
Melville's exasperated outburst as
he struggled to complete Moby
Dick: "Oh, time, strength, cash,
and patience!" One also recalls
that Melville finished the job. The
civic, scientific, and historical
literacies all assure us that when
ends are conceived and agreed to,
means have a way of proposing
themselves. The simplest lesson of
1 776, after all, is that the ideal
can beget the real.
Finally, we might ask why
education need be confined to the
campus or schoolroom. We projected above the eradication of
functional illiteracy by a state or
national coalition of persons, institutions, and resources. How
might we imagine the composition
of a similar coalition for the increase and diffusion of cultural
literacy in Florida and beyond?
Here we might recall the
disclaimer voiced by the first and
greatest of educators: "Not I,"
Socrates demurred, "but the city
teaches." That short sentence,
E.B. White might say, will live
forever; as, one trusts, will the instrument that made and makes its
immortality possible: the empowering power of the word.

A LEGACY FOR
OUR CHILDREN
(and our children's children)
reprinted from the Language and
Literacy section of Reading is
Freedom an anthology prepared
by FEH for the 1986 Florida
Challenge.

Xavier Suarez

C.S. Lewis, among others, argued
that words are more than just a
means of describing things. To
him, language had an intrinsic
relationship to reality.
If it is true of language generally
- and I believe it is - even more
so is it true of languages. Each
language reveals a special reality,
experienced only by those who
spoke it through the centuries, and
shared only by those who understand the language now.
If the English language were
lost, our children would never fully
understand the images of
Shakespeare, or the oratorical
desperation of Winston Churchill.
If Spanish were lost, the descendants of almost twenty million
Hispanic Americans would never
fully appreciate the "Man of La
Mancha'' and would have to rely
on translations to understand
those hundreds of years when
Spain's armada ruled the vyaters
of the Western world.
Spanish is pronounced exactly
the same as Latin. Its roots, as is
the case for French, Italian and the
other romance languages, are
closely intertwined with Latin and
thus with the Roman empire. The
legacy of Roman civilization,
which never fully conquered the
British Isles, is imbedded in
mainland European countries and

English speaking society to retain
Spanish fluency, my wife and I
have tried to impart it to our kids.
As soon as they reach school age
and are enticed by television, their
familiarity with Spanish suffers. It
can be totally extinguished, if it's
not nurtured by Spanish conversation at home (which they do with
older relatives more than with us)
and by schooling.
In my own case, I spoke
Spanish exclusively until age 11 .
Thereafter, I learned English by
total immersion as well as study.
From ages 1 2 to 1 9, I also
studied Greek, Latin and French.
Although I don't expect each
and every one of my children to
learn 5 languages, I hope that
they retain enough Spanish and
perfect their native English sufficiently to be truly bicultural, sharing in the principal cultural and
historical heritages that have
shaped the Western world.
Xavier L. Suarez
Mayor, City of Miami
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Each language reveals a
special reality.
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in their Central and South
American offspring.
That legacy is reflected in a
system of laws, in the patterns of
family relationships, in literature
and even in temperament. A child
deprived of that legacy is deprived
of quick access to the history,
customs and institutions that have
shaped the modern world.
Although it is not easy in an
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Projects Authorized in October
Thirty-two proposals were considered at the FEH Board of Directors meeting, Oct. 9 & 1 0. Eighteen were awarded grants, for a
total of $1 01 ,835. The recipients
are:
Pensacola
"Pensacola's Black History," a
daylong series of sessions focusing on the history of the Belmont
and Devillers neighborhoods,
repeated the following day. Sponsor: Tract Four Coalition. (FEH
grant, $ 4, 9 9 9. Total costs projected to be almost $11 ,000.)

Scheduled for Jan. 9 & 1 0,
1987, at St. Cyrian's Church.

Contact: Tony R. McCray, Sr.,
(904) 433-4028.
Panama City
"Early Man in Northwest Florida,"
beginning in a multi-faceted interpretive exhibit, citizens are invited
to discover local pre-history
through an involvement in archaeology - from site identification to artifact interpretation.
Sponsor: Junior Museum of Bay
County. (FEH grant, $10,700.
Total costs over $31 ,000.)

Scheduled: at the

~'unior

Museum from Nov. 1, 1986
through June 30, 1987, including an Archaeological Field
Day on Nov. 1 5, a Heritage Day
on April 4, and "Suitcase Exhibits" available from the
museum for use by civic
organizations.
Contact: Doris Parkman,
(904) 769-6128.
Tallahassee
"Nocturnes and Nightmares," an
interpretive catalogue for an exhibition of contemporary American
figurative painting. Sponsor:
Florida State University Fine Arts
Gallery & Museum. (FEH grant,
$4,950. Total costs to exceed
$11,300.)

Scheduled for March 1 2-April
18, 1987, at the FSU Gallery &
Museum.

Contact: Allys Palladino-Craig,
(904) 644-6836.
"From Big Game to Bingo," a
conference (plus tours and exhibits) considering the culture
history of Southeastern native
Americans from the de Soto Expedition to the present
ranging
from contact and confrontation to
dislocation and assimilation. Sponsor: Florida State University
Departments of History and Anthropology. (FEH grant, $ 1 3, 1 01 .
Total costs to exceed $28,000.)

Scheduled for March 5-7, 1987,
at Florida State Conference
Center, FSU.
Contact: J. Anthony Paredes,
(904) 644-4281.
Wakulla
''The Florida Stat~ University
Humanities Institute: Technology
and the Human Prospect" will involve some 50 state leaders and
academic humanists in intensive
discussions based on a 300-page
collection of classic and contemporary readings. Sponsor: FSU
Humanities Institute. (FEH grant,
$11 ,000. Total cost approximately $30,000.)

Scheduled for March 1 3-1 5,
1987, at Wakulla Springs Lodge.

Contact: Richard L. Rubenstein
or Leo Sandon, (904) 644-1020.
St. Augustine
"The City As Museum," an intensive workshop on the historical interpretation of public places.
Sponsors: Florida Historical Society. (FEH grant, $4,898. Total
costs of approximately $14,500.)

Scheduled for May 7, 1 98 7, at
Government House Auditorium,
on the Plaza.
Contact: Patricia R. Wickman,
(904) 488-1484 (Museum of
Florida History, Tallahassee)
Daytona Beach
"Let's Talk About It," lecture/discussions on the themes of
working and being ethnic as

presented in ten books. Sponsor:
Vol usia County Public Library.
(FEH grant, $750. Total costs
projected to be over $1 ,800.)

Scheduled for ten sessions on
various dates from November,
1986, through April, 1 987, at
various libraries.
Contact: Lois Sessoms,
(904) 252-8374.
Tampa
''An Interpretive Look at Black
American Musical Heritage," jazz,
personified especially in the team
of Tampa's Noble Sissie and Eubie
Blake, will be the centerpiece of
lecture, performance and exhibit
introductions to a new USF Library
collection. Sponsor: University of
South Florida Library. (FEH grant,
$4,448. Total expenses projected
at over $11 ,500.)

Scheduled for USF College of
Arts and Letters Auditorium and
Tampa Theatre in October,
1987, to be taped for later
broadcast on Channel 16 TV.
Contact: Donna Parrino,
(813) 974-3439.
St. Petersburg
"From Empire to Eden? Public
Forums on the English-Speaking
Caribbean," lectures, demonstrations, a film and a panel discussion by and about the people of
Jamaica. Sponsor: University of
South Florida (FEH grant, $4,805.
Total cost projected to be almost
$11 ,300.)

Scheduled for various times and
places on the USF Campus, St.
Petersburg, Feb. 11-1 3 and
16-19, 1987.
Contact: Roland C. Holmes,
(813) 893-9557.

Manatee County
"OPERAtion CARMEN" will immerse 7 50 selected middle school
students in Bizet's "Carmen" including its linguistic, historical,
literary and cultural context climaxed by attending a perfor-
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March 12 & 13, Oct. 14 & 15,
Nov. 18 & 19, 1987, at Wynmore Village.
Contact: David R. Colburn,
(904) 392-0271, or Dan Hobby,
Scheduled to begin Nov. 1 in the
(305) 463-4431.
schools of Manatee County, concluding with a performance at
the Sarasota Opera House on
Miami
Feb. 5, 1987.
''Hispanic-American Playwrights:
Contact: Nancy Bullen,
An Evaluation," a series of in(813) 746-5171.
troductions to, readings from, and
public discussion about CubanOsprey
born dramatists led by scholars in ''
Hispanic literature, taped for local
"Guidebook to Prehistoric Indian
radio broadcast, available for naLife at Spanish Point," to be produced in conjunction with a series tional distribution. Sponsor: Teatro
Nuevo/New Theatre, Inc. (FEH
of new outdoor exhibits intergrant, $2,800. Total production
preting archaeological remains at
costs of almost $6,500.)
Spanish Point. Sponsor: Gulf
Coast Heritage Association. (FEH
Scheduled one a month from
grant, $ 2, 8 6 3. Total costs proDecember, 1986, through April,
jected at over $6,300.)
1987, live at the Miami Inter-

Search of an Author), Jan. 19
(O'Neill, More Stately Mansions),
Feb. 2 (Chekov, The Seagu/1),
Mar. 2 (Moliere, Tartuffe), Mar.
16 (Garcia Lorca, The House of
Bernarda Alba), Ap. 20
(Williams, Summer & Smoke),
May 18 (Pinter, The Homecoming) at the Coconut Grove
Playhouse, Mainstage.
Contact: Judith Delgado,
(305) 442-2662.

Scheduled for initial distribution
in April, 1987.
Contact: Linda K. Williams,
(81 3) 966-5214.

Scheduled for Dec. 1 3, Jan. 1 7,
Feb. 28 at Coral Gables Public
Library; Dec. 20, Jan. 10, Feb.
21 at Broward Community College South Regional Library; Jan.
9 at Keys Community College
Library.
Contact: Brian F. Mullin,
(305) 372-0305.

mance. Sponsor: Manatee County
Council for the Arts. (FEH grant,
$4,185. Total cost will approximate $20,000.)

Continental Hotel, or Teatro
Nuevo, and broadcast over
WDNA-FM.
Contact: Rafael de Acha,
(305) 271-0860.

West Palm Beach
"In Nature's Way: Landscape
Painting of the Late 1 9th
Century," a symposium discussing
the ideas and ideals which shaped
works in an exhibition of the same
title. Sponsor: Norton Gallery &
School of Art. (FEH grant,
$4,996. Total costs projected at
$11,500.)

"Liberty Square Fiftieth Anniversary Video History,'' a film based
on interviews of Liberty Square
residents. Sponsor: Dade County
Schools and Neighborhoods Consortium. (FEH grant, $2,600.
Total costs projected at
$13,850.)

Scheduled for March 1 2, 1 9 8 7,
at the Norton Gallery.
Contact: Bruce Weber,
(305) 832-5194.

Scheduled for premiere showing
on Jan. 15, 1987.
Contact: Thomas K. Peterson,
(305) 693-1511.

Ft. lauderdale
"The Retirement Community
Views the Past," four history
workshops focusing on the themes
of immigration, ethnicity and
assimilation in the U.S. and Ft.
Lauderdale, building on formal
scholarship and involving the personal histories of participants.
Sponsors: Department of History,
University of Florida, and Ft.
Lauderdale Historical Society. (FEH
grant, $4,990. Total costs projected to exceed $11 ,500.)
Scheduled for Feb. 1 2 & 13,

"International Playwrights and
Seminar Series," a playreading
and panel discussi"on of eight
classic multicultural dramas;
videotapes of each performance/discussion will be available
from Playhouse's lending library.
Sponsor: Coconut Grove
Playhouse. (FEH grant, $ 1 2, 1 2 5.
Total costs approximately
$32,000.)
Scheduled for Nov. 3 (Beckett,
Waiting for Godot), Dec. 8
(Pirandello, Six Characters in

Miami Area
"The 1 9 8 7 Shakespeare Festival
Lecture Series," interprets the
plays selected for this season.
Sponsor: Florida Shakespeare
Festival. (FEH grant, $1,500.
Total costs to approximate
$6,600.)

Key West
''Three Constitutional Founders Dramatic Commentary," actors
represent Madison, Hamilton and
Jefferson on TV and "in person"
inviting continuing consideration of
our Constitution by portraying their
contributions to it. Sponsors: The
Ecodemocracy Foundation and the
Key West - Monroe County
Citizens Constitutional Observance
Commission. (FEH grant, $4,975.
Total costs expected to be over
$12,800.)
Scheduled for weekly TCI-TV
broadcast starting January,
1987, with various live performances throughout 1987, including the 5th Annual Celebration of the Conch Republic, April
19, and the Constitutional Birthday Party, July 19.
Contact: Minna Post Peyser,
(305) 296-2443.

------------------------------------------------------------------7

Continuing Projects
The following projects, funded
earlier, are currently forthcoming:

Blountstown
"Shakespeare," lecture, workshop
and Florida Shakespeare Festival
Company production of Two

Gentlemen from Verona.
Schedule_d for Jan. 9, 23 & 30,

Court"), Feb. 24 (Durward Hall,
"Does the Constitution Properly
Serve the Republic Today?"),
Ap. 14 (Malcolm Toon, "Can
We Have a National Foreign
Policy with the Checks and
Balances Imposed by the Constitution?").
Contact: Leo L. Nussbaum,
(813) 867-0111.

"Ralph McGill and His Times," a
video documentary, with
videocassette copies and printed
discussion guides available for
local use.

Scheduled for national PBS
release in March, 198 7.
Contact: Kathleen Dowdey,
(404) 875-6076.

1987, at the Civic Center.

Contact: Suella McMillan,
(904) 674-4428.
Tallahassee
"The History of Political Cartooning in Florida: the cartoon as an
expression and molder of public
opinion," an interpretive museum
exhibit, conference and workshop.

Scheduled May 1 5-Sept. 30,

Punta Gorda
"Punta Gorda Centennial Exhibit,"
a local history exhibit and portable
display of artifacts.

Scheduled for release May-June,

Scheduled for spring ( 1987) at

Contact: Sami Klein,

the Youth Museum, summer at
libraries and malls, and fall at
school media centers.
Contact: Joy White,
(813) 639-3777.

1987 -conference and
workshop on May 1 6- at The
Museum of Florida History.
Traveling exhibit available after
Oct.1,1987.
Contact: Alberto Meloni,
(904) 488-1484.

Miami
"America's Great Architects," lectures on world-class architects
who had a substantial influence on
Florida's buildings.

Gainesville
''The South and the American
Constitutional Tradition," a conference.

27, 1987, at First Presbyterian
Church, Historic Chapel, 609
Brickell Ave., Miami, FL.
Contact: George Jones,
(305) 358-9572.

Scheduled for March 5-7, 1987,
at the University of Florida.
Contact: Kermit L. Hall,
(904) 392-2211.
St. Petersburg
"Our Evolving Constitution
1787-1987," a series of lecture/discussions.

Scheduled for Feb. 6 (John Hope
Franklin, "Slavery and the
Founding Fathers"), Feb. 1 0
(John Hope Franklin, "The Constitution and the Civil War
Crisis"), Feb. 12 (William F.
McKee, "Changing Interpretations of Historians on the Formation of the Constitution"), Feb.
17 (David Dickson, "Dangers to
Democracy from the Centralization of Power"), Feb. 19 (Herman Goldner, "The Molding of
the Constitution by the Supreme

"Flagler and the American
Riviera," a TV special.
1987.
(305) 949-8321.

Scheduled for Feb. 25 and May

Key West
''Writers & Key West,'' the Fifth
Annual Key West Literary Seminar
& Tour, focusing on the
significance of literary gathering
places, especially Key West.

Scheduled for Jan. 1 5-1 8, at
various sites in Key West.
Contact: Lynn Kaufelt,
(305) 294-8488.

GRANT
APPLICATION
DEAD LIN
198
Winter
Preliminary application by
November 26
Final Draft by Jan. 1 0
To begin after March 1 3

Spring
Across Florida
"Freedom's Door: Immigrant Ports
of Entry to the United States," a
radio documentary featuring
Miami.

Scheduled for distribution to National Public Radio stations in
late February, 1987. Check with
local NPR stations.
Contact: Greg Allen,
(215) 925-8090.

Preliminary application by
March 30
Final draft by May 1 0
To begin after July 1 0

Fall
Preliminary application by
July 30
Final draft by Sept. 1 0
To begin after Nov. 6

/

SPEA ERS'
BU EAU
New for 1987, the Florida Endowment for the Humanities
has established a Speakers' Bureau. Speakers, selected on the
basis of their expertise, their ability to speak to non~academic
audiences, and their diversity, are committed to the people of
Florida. All are prepared to go anywhere in the state. Their
topics revolve around the special theme of
, ''Florida:
Key to Understanding the Americas. ''
Any non~profit organization in Florida may request a
speaker from the Bureau, with priority given to non~academic
organizations that reach audiences and regions which have
been underserved by , , . FEH PROVIDES AN
HONORARIUM, AND TRAVEL EXPENSES, directly to
each speaker. Sponsoring organizations are responsible for
making all arrangements and developing an appropriate
audience. Presentations by ' ' Speakers must be free of
charge and open to the p1_4blic. A discussion period must be
included in each presentation.
We here provide information on the speakers, and their
topics, available through
in 1987. You are invited to
consult with your favorite non~profit organization and apply
for one. Let us hear from you.

· ~ ·, editor of

Mississippi Writers: Reflections of
Childhood and Youth, is currently co-

DOROTHY ABBOTT

LUIS RAFAEL ARANA

DONALD CURL

editing (with Janice B. Snook) the
collected interviews of Jubilee author
Margaret Walker. On the Board of
Directors of the Coordinating Council of Literary Magazines, she has
recently contracted with New
American Library for a book on
19th & 20th Century Southern
Women Writers.
TOPIC: "Florida Women Writers," a
slide/lecture presentation, including
information about the lives and
works of such women as Zora Neale
Hurston, Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings,
Lillian Smith, Constance Fenimore
Woolson, Harriet Beecher Stowe,
and Marjory Stoneman Douglas,
together with highlighting contemporary authors.
I
. 1\
I 1 is the
historian of Castillo de San Marcos
and Fort Matanzas National
Monuments, and a member of the
Board of the St. Augustine
Historical Society.
TOPIC: "Fort Mose," a black settlement with an earth fort manned by
black soldiers, established near St.
Augustine by the Spanish in the
-17th century.

ALAN DuBOIS

THEODORE HEMINGWAY

THOMAS HOFFER

. teaches
!
American art and architectural
history at Florida Atlantic University, was a postdoctoral fellow in
American architectural history at
Johns Hopkins University, and has
taught at Florida State University's
center in Florence, Italy. His widelyacclaimed book, Mizner's Florida:
American Resort Architecture, received
the 1984 Rembert H. Patrick
Memorial Award from the Florida
Historical Society.
TOPICS: Slide/lectures on "Addison Mizner and the Palm Beach
Style," or "Palm Beach Architecture
of the 1920s" (which stresses Marion
Sims Wyeth, Maurice Fatio, Gustav
Maas, and John Yolk), or "The
Flor'ida Land Boom of the 1920s Coral Gables, Hollywood, and Boca
Raton."

DAVID A. KAUFELT

I i !
;, Assistant Director of Orlando's Loch Haven Art
Center and formerly Assistant
Director of St. Petersburg's Museum
of Fine Arts, has organized exhibitions around 19th and 20th Century
American painting, printmaking and
photography, and developed a collection of several hundred 20th Century American photographs. Currently he is concentrating on the acquisition, for the Orlando Art

Center, of the works of major 19th
and 20th Century artists who have
lived or worked in Florida.
TOPIC: Selected Florida artists of
the late 19th and 20th Centuries: including James Audubon, Martin
Heade, Winslow Homer, George Inness, Ernest Lawson, Thomas
Moran, and John Singer Sargent
from the 19th century, plus samplings from the increasing number of
artists connected with the state in
the 20th century.
Professor of History at FAMU,
teaches 20th Century American
History, with emphasis on the
South, and courses on AfroAmerican History. He received the
Carter G. Woodson Award for the
best article on Black History in 1980
and the Helen G. Edmunds Award
for his contributions to historical
and intercultural affairs.
TOPICS: "Black Floridians in World
War I," and "The Black Churches of
Florida with Emphasis on the AME
Church," are two of a number of
topics Dr. Hemingway is prepared to
address.
, Professor of
Communication at Florida State
University, is nationally recognized
as an authority on the history and
practice of animation and
docudrama. His Docudrama in
American Television is forthcoming
from Greenwood, and he is currently writing/producing a film on commemorating Columbus.
TOPIC: An illustrated account of
the evolution of TV and film production in Florida, from Jacksonville's pioneers, through animation
at Fleischer in Miami, to the boom
times of the 80's. On request,
remarks on how to translate local
history, stories and other humanities
matters for TV will be included.
·,a founder
of the Annual Key West Literary
Seminar and of the Tennessee
Williams Fine Arts Center, serves on
the Boards of the Council for
Florida Libraries, the Florida Center
for the Book, and FEH. The author
of ten novels and numerous articles
- his Silver Rose was both a Literary
Guild and a Doubleday Main Book
Selection - his latest, American
Tropic, an epic historic novel about
Florida, is scheduled to become a
TV mini-series.
TOPIC: "Colonial Florida,"
highlighting the personalities and
lifestyles of the period, drawn from
the extensive research behind

American Tropic.

1 i

! I 11 Professor of

Law, Emeritus, the University of
Florida, has taught constitutional
law since 1974. Dr. Mann who
served in the Florida House of
Representatives from 1956 through
1968, was on the Court of Appeals,
Second District, 1968-1974, is of
special interest to groups commemorating the Bicentennial of the
Constitution.
TOPIC: A look at Florida's constitutional history and process as it
relates to average citizens, including
an explanation of how amendments
are proposed and why so many are
proposed.
,;
Jl!
)I
Curator in Archaeology at the
Florida State Museum and Professor
of Anthropology at the University
of Florida, is the author of Florida
Archaeology (with Charles H. Fairbanks), and McKeithen Weeden
Island, among other works. A former
president of the Society of Professional Archaeologists, Milanich is
currently president of the
Southeastern Archaeological Conference.

TOPIC: An illustrated lecture focusing on the progress of archaeologists
and historians in reconstructing the
1539 expedition of Hernando de
Soto in Florida.
i
is Associate
Professor of History at the University of South Florida (Tampa) and Executive Director of the Florida
Historical Society. A Fulbright Professor at the University of Rome in
1980, he is co-author with George
Pozetta of The Immigrant World of

Ybor City.
TOPIC: From the ornate hotels of
the Gilded Age to the franchised
motels of the 1960s - an illustrated
look at the roots and routes of
Florida tourism.
I'

'j

J ;; /
.1 Jr., Graduate
Research Professor of History at the
University of South Florida (Tampa),
specializes in Latin American
history, with a focus on Cuba and
the Caribbean. He has a long-standing interest in the activities of Jose
Marti during the early 1890s, when
Marti made a number of visits to
Key West and Tampa for the purpose of organizing cigarworkers into
a Cuban revolutionary party.
TOPIC: The influence of expatriate
Cubans on Jose Marti's attitude
toward, and approach to, the question of Cuban independence.

1 Assistant Curator at the Florida State
Museum and Assistant Professor of
History at the University of Florida,
served as a consultant to the U.S.
Department of the Interior for the
William Bartram Trail Commission.
Dr. Porter is author of The Eagle's

Nest: Natural History and American
Ideas, 1812-42, and a specialist in the
adventures of William Bartram, as
recorded in his book of Travels, an
account of two Florida trips (1765-66
and 177 3-77).
TOPIC: "Bartram's Travels," the
rambling odyssey of a somewhat
prodigal son, who seeks and
discovers in the Florida wilderness
the values basic to the complex
society of his new nation.

ROBERT MANN

GARY MORMINO

a specialist
in maritime folk culture at the
Bureau of Florida Folklife Programs,
was a visiting scholar at the Ethnofolkloristic Institute at the University
of Bergen, Norway, in 1983. The
author of several articles and a
book, Boat Building in Winterton,
Trinity Bay, Newfoundland, he has
lectured throughout North America
and Europe. He is currently concentrating on a study of Mayport,
Florida.
TOPIC: Florida's maritime traditions: boatbuilding and fishing,
navigation and weatherlore, customs
and beliefs, and how to collect
folklore in your community.
.!
T::
an administrator at Florida International
University, hosts a weekly radio and
TV show in Miami and is in great
demand as a keynote speaker. A
leader in Dade County civic affairs,
Ms. Thomas has an acute sense of
the link between literature and life.

JERALD l MILANICH

LOUIS A. PEREZ, JR.

TOPIC: From the Harlem
Renaissance to the emergencd of
black culture in Florida: the role of
black writers, including Lorraine
Hanesberry, Zora Neale Hurston,
Langston Hughes and James Weldon
Johnson.
1
1 ;
Curator of Collections at the Norton Gallery of
Art, West Palm Beach, was formerly
Curator at the University of Kentucky's Art Museum. The author of
numerous articles, he has been both
a Rockefeller and Smithsonian
Fellow.
TOPIC: "The Sun and the Shade:
Florida Photography, 1885-1983," a
slide/lecture illuminating Sunshine
State photographers picturing a land
of contrasts from the early days of
steamship travel to the environmental changes of this decade.

CHARLOTIE PORTER

DAVID A. TAYLOR

FRANCENA THOMAS

BRUCE WEBER

Complete and mail to FEH the
"Application for Speaker." (Feel free
to phone the FEH office if you have
any questions.) The application must
be received by FEH at least two
months before your program date.
I You will be notified of FEH's
decision approximately two weeks
after the application is received. The
decision will be contingent on such
factors as the Endowment's priority
to reach underserved audiences
throughout Florida, the availability
of funds, and the completeness of
your application. Please do not
publicize the program, nor contact
the speaker, before receiving FEH
approval.

Upon approval of your application, you will receive an Award letter including information on how to
contact your speaker (and a more
detailed bio. and topic description, if
requested). You are to contact your
speaker directly, to obtain the
speaker's commitment and to make
all arrangements. Be sure to confirm

the date, place and any special requirements for the occasion with the
speaker in writing. You will be
responsible for obtaining any
necessary equipment (microphone,
film and/ or slide projectors, screens,
display tables, etc.), making room
reservations, and similar requirements. Discuss the length of
the program with the speaker. Provide the speaker with a description
of your intended audience, its needs,
any special local concerns with the
topic, and any unusual features
related to the timing and location
(e.g., annual meeting, anniversary,
dedication, celebration, etc.) of the
program. Do all you can to achieve
a successful match between your
speaker and your organization.
Publicize your event in order to
attract the best possible audience.
News releases (to newspapers and
radio stations), organizational
newsletters, flyers sent out through
mailing lists and posted in community gathering places, and telephone
round robins are all appropriate. Arranging for co-sponsors also helps to
build audiences.

(Must be received by FEH at least

Sponsoring Organization

Please remember, recipients of
Speaker Awards must acknowledge
FEH support in all publicity and
posters. Printed credits should read,
"This program is funded in part by
the Florida Endowment for the
Humanities." When appropriate, you
are also encouraged to publicize any
special accessibility which you can
provide, e.g. "wheelchair accessible"
or "signed for the hearing impaired."
One week before the program,
call your speaker to confirm all arrangements.
'; When you introduce your
speaker, acknowledge the support of
FEH. If the speaker has brought supplementary materials, such as
reading lists or artifacts, please be
sure to display them prominently
and announce their availability.
' Have the members of the audience fill out evaluation forms
(which FEH will provide to you)
before they leave. Return the filled
out forms, together with the program coordinator's evaluation, to
FEH no later than two weeks after
the program has taken place.

two months prior to program date.)

Program Coordinator

(must be non-profit)

Name _____________________________

Name ____________________________

Address ___________________________

Address __________________________

Phone (include area code)l____________________

Speaker Requested

Alternate Speaker

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____

Topic ____________________________

Topic _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____

Program Details
Date/Time _________________________

Location---------------------------------------

Estimated Audience Size and Descriptio•tL_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Publicity Plans,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
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Notices
Loud cheers for, and a special
vote of thanks to, those who have
made gifts in support of FEH sponsored projects during the past
year. The continuity and effectiveness of public humanities programs in Florida are assured by
the generosity of:
Jewell M. Brain
David S. Caswell
John Wm. Galbraith
Deborah J. Gilliland
Phebe B. Gregorian
Theodore Mont, Jr.
Robert T. Sheen
The Church By-the-Sea
The Dade Monroe Mission
Council of the Florida
Conference of the United
Church of Christ
The Florida State University
Foundation
Friends of Tampa-Hillsborough
County Public Library System
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,
Publishers
Historic Lakeland, Inc.
Miami Dade Community College
Foundation, Inc.
Peace Education, Inc.
Publix Super Markets, Inc.
University of Florida Foundation

Omissions from the Last Issue
From time to time literary gremlins
eat up choice bits of our text. The
following picture captions disappeared from the last issue. For the
curious and frustrated, here they
are:
1) Cover photo: Henry Flagler
taking the air, with Delos on his
lap, outside the fence of
Whitehall, his Palm Beach mansion. The vehicle is an Afromohile
- automobiles were not permitted. The "chauffeur" provided
both motive and maneuvering
power from his perch in the rear.
(Courtesy of The Henry Morrison
Flagler Museum, Palm Beach.)

Reprinting of literacy reader: the
anthology prepared to provide
background readings for this
year's Challenge Conferences,
Reading is Freedom: Becoming
Literate, Becoming Human, is
already out of print. A reprintinq is
planned. We need to know how
many to print. The price will not
be more than $10.00 per copy.
Write the FEH office, indicating
the number of copies to be reserved in your name.
THE THIRD ANNUAL FLORIDA
SCREENWRITERS' COMPETITION is under way. Those who
wish to participate, as contestants
or judges, should write to:
FLORIDA SCREENWRITERS' COMPETITION, P.O. Box 1 6989,
Tampa, Florida 33687, as soon
as possible. The deadline for entries is January 1 2, 1 9 8 7. Judges
need to be signed up before then.
Applicants need entry forms.

secondary and middle school
teach13rs and administrators explore issues of significance to formal and informal classroom
teaching in Florida history under
the guidance of one or more
humanities scholars. Dispersed
across Florida, the institutes are
scheduled for one or two week
periods during the summer.
Developed in conjunction with
DOE, the institutes are prepared in
collaboration with appropriate
public school administrators and
teachers, and carry in-service
education credit. Some provide
on-site housing for participants. All
use the matter and methods of
one or more of the humanities.
Each will aspire to the standards
set by the Alachua County Collaborative Seminar, as written up
in the July/August 1 986 issue of
Federation Review: The Journal of
the State Humanities Councils.
Inquiries regarding participation
in the 1 9 8 7 teacher institutes
should be directed to the FEH
office.

1987 Teacher Institutes supported by FEH will be devoted to
texts and/or topics central to
Florida history. At these Institutes,

2) David Pearson photo, p. 10:
David Pearson, a member of the
FEH Board, is a partner in the Coral Gables firm of Pearson, McGuire
Associates - creating communication strategies and programs for several national corporations. Pearson helped create the
highly successful "Workdays"
campaign for Florida Governor Bob
Graham. His writings have been
widely published, including such
national showcases as Esquire and
Saturday Review.

Jerre Mangione, Peggy Wilson
and John Cole confer at the
Broward County Library Symposium on "The WPA and The
Federal Writers' Project. ''

The WPA Guide
to Florida
a conversation between
Ann Henderson and Stetson Kennedy
Reissued by Pantheon in 1 984,
The WPA Guide to Florida was
originally published in 1 9 3 9 as A

Guide to the Southernmost State.
One of the American Guide series
- 50 volumes devoted to each of
the 48 states and two territories
- produced by the Federal
Writers' Project of the WPA, it
continues to be a unique resource.
The Federal Writers' Project which also produced some 330
other books and pamphlets on the
history, folkways and culture of
specific areas - was a seedbed
for such writers as Richard Wright,
John Cheever, Saul Bellow,
Malcolm Cowley, Zora Neale
Hurston, Ralph Ellison, and Studs
Turkel.
As the original WPA Guide to
Florida was a benchmark for other
state guides, so the FEH-funded
symposium, "The WPA and the
Federal Writers' Project," was the
first systematic reappraisal of the
Project, the Baedeker type guides
produced through it, the people
who worked in it, and the legacy
left by it. Held in conjunction with
the November 8 opening of
Broward County Library's comprehensive collection of the works
coming out of the Federal Writers'
Project, the symposium brought
together a rich mix of people who
had worked in the project, those
who benefitted by the project, and
those who have studied the project. Widely reported and praised,
the symposium reflects the FEH
emphasis on "Florida: Key to
Understanding the Americas." It
also provided Ann Henderson, Executive Director of FEH, an opportunity to talk with Stetson Kennedy, an editor of the Florida
Guide. Excerpts follow:

How did you get into
the WPA Federal Writers' Project?
HENDERSON:

KENNEDY: In order to get WPA jobs,
one had to be certified as being
eligible for relief.
HENDERSON:

relief. In my case I was promoted.
Someone thought it would be
good to have some political figure
recommend me, so I got a letter
from Claude Pepper.
HENDERSON: What were your
qualifications?

Were you?

KENNEDY: Ah, yes, it was easy.
Most of the entire population, including former millionaires, were
eligible. In the Florida Writers'
Project, the bulk of the actual
writers were from journalistic
backgrounds, for the most part

KENNEDY: My vitae for the period
said that I attended classes under
Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings, though I
don't recollect much of her. Mostly I was into verse, at that time,
prior to marriage. Marriage seems
to take versification out of you. In
any case, I had published some
poems and written a few short
stories.
HENDERSON:

How old were you?

KENNEDY: I think twenty. Yes,
because at twenty-one, a year
later, I was promoted to this
editorial position.

Did Veronica Huss
(cover photo) work in the
Project?
HENDERSON

Stetson Kennedy
from defunct rural weeklies. There
were a number of females on the
project, especially in the category
of field research workers. They
were typical Floridians, almost all
white, with a few exceptions like
Zora Hurston.*
HENDERSON:

What were you hired

to do?
KENNEDY: Both Zora Hurston and I
hired on as junior interviewers at
$3 7·. 50 each fortnight. The
assumption was that probably the
administrators and editors on the
higher levels would cor.ne from
people who were not eligible for

* Zora Neale Hurston, born in all-black
Eatonville, Florida, had studied at Morgan
State Howard and Columbia Universities.
A writer and figure in the Harlem
Renaissance, Franz Boas persuaded her to
go back to Eatonville to do formal folklore
research in 1 9 2 7, leading to the publication of Mules and Men (1935).

KENNEDY: Yes. Veronica was from
Belle Glade (an all-black town) and
had gone to school there. For the
most part our people were hired
locally, and worked in their own
locale among friends and
neighbors and relatives. So, it was·
not necessary for them to relate to
their informants, they were already
related. All they had to do was
knock on the door. Veronica was
the exception to this rule. I don't
know whether it was at her request but in any case Veronica
ended up in Palm Beach. She was
to interview socialites and people
there and was overwhelmed by
the structures and shops. She just
walked the streets wide-eyed
before she could muster the
courage to ring doorbells. But, she
did an incredible job. In addition to
Palm Beach she did a very good
job, I thought, on the adjoining
community of Riviera that had a
colony of so ,called "conchs" from
the Bahamas.

When you joined in
'3 7, was Hurston already on the
project?

HENDERSON:

KENNEDY: No, in my recollection
she came on later - '3 8 was the
year, because I was twenty-one
when I was promoted to the
editorial staff. When Hurston came
on she was to some extent under
my statewide jurisdiction. I
daresay Hurston has no equal in
American folklore in terms of having an ear for folk material.
HENDERSON: What was Zora's
assignment for the Guide?
KENNEDY: I have correspondence in
which Zora and I toss back and
forth the folklore chapter in the
Florida Guide. She drafted a
chapter entirely devoted to black
folklore, called "Stuff and Such."
It amounted to an attack on
Richard Wright and Sterling Brown
and various other black writers for
their preoccupation with race relations and the status of the Negro.
She argued that the proper role of
the black novelist was to depict
black life without reference to the
white context. I, for one, was on
Richard Wright's side. I felt very
strongly that he was right and she
was wrong.

cases, such as Jacksonville and
Atlanta, they took a somewhat different approach. They voted outlying white neighborhoods in. And
with the same results. Zora as a
folklorist had to go to very great
pains, in my opinion, to edit out of
black folklore all of the social protest, because folklore - song and
joke - these were virtually the only forms of protest permitted to
blacks. The only way you could
get away with protesting was to
put it in verse, or dance a jig.

Was Hurston sent to
Washington to lobby for inclusion of some material in the
Guide?
HENDERSON:

KENNEDY Well, throughout the
writing of the Florida Guide, which
you know took place over years,
there was an ongoing struggle to
incorporate certain material about
race relations, segregation, lynching, poll tax - that sort of thing.
Health conditions among blacks,
education, expenditures -all
were crucial to life in Florida at the
time. This was the essence of life,
black and white: the economics of
it. There were those of us who
wanted that to be included in the
guide. Another school thought it
should be something to attract
tourists with the usual palm trees
and bathing beauties, moonlightand-magnolia approach. The two

HENDERSON: What about today?
She has obviously struck a very
cordant note because she talks
about blacks and their world, the
all-black town of Eatonville.
KENNEDY: In my opinion, Eatonville
was all black because the white
folks of the neighboring town
wanted them out. It was a form of
them "Crowing" the black population. The white folks set it up. It
wasn't a black initiative. History
has tended to jump to the conclusion that it was something that the
blacks came up with. Zora tended
to present that picture of it. We
saw lots of Florida town councils
voting black people out of town,
so to speak. They would pass a
municipal ordinance saying the
black ghetto is no longer a part of
this municipality. Fire, police and
other services were cut off. This
was in anticipation of black voting.
They didn't want black participation in city government. So they
voted blacks out of town. In other Zora Neale Hurston at Federal Writers' Project display, ca. 7939.
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Willie Key and Mary Jane Roberts. Willie spent his.days braiding the straw his hat is made of. He got 2 Y2 cents
a yard for it. Mary Jane and her husband Wilbur (see cover photo) were the source of most of the folk tales,
songs and riddles collected by Veronica Huss and Stetson Kennedy in Riviera.
camps were at constant war about
this thing. We would write in
about lynching one day. The other
camp would delete it the next day.
This is what was going on and on
until we realized that it was a
question of who got in the last
word. The deputation, Dr. Corse*
sent to Washington consisted of
Zora Hurston and Max Hunter, the
director of the Tampa office, and a
guy called Phil from the Jacksonville editorial staff - I forget his
other name. Now, Max Hunter
and Phil were ideologically in the
bathing beauty camp. And
Hurston, being black, I suppose
there was an assumption that she
would be able to stand down Dr.
W.B. DuBois and Sterling Brown
who were in charge of Negro affairs, so called, with the Federal
Project in Washington.

HENDERSON:

And those two men
did not want material on the Klan
and lynching included in the
Guide?

How did you come to
write the opening chapter of the
Guide, "The Contemporary
Scene?"

KENNEDY: That's what they were

KENNEDY: We had an editorial conference on it. I volunteered to do it
and Dr. Corse had copies made
and distributed to the editorial
staff, and then she called a conference which she presided over.
And this other staff member
opened the conference, as I recall,
by saying "Aren't we going to
have anything in the contemporary
scene except niggers, sharecroppers, lynching, Ku Klux Klan, rot
and erosion - that sort of thing?"

sent up there to take out, yes.
Under the heading of assisting the
Washington staff with any final
editing, but the real function was
this other. It was totally explicit in
the correspondence - the daily
journals which they all wrote back
to Dr. Corse. I kept them in a file
called "W.P.A. Graveyard." They
were reporting back to her, blow
by blow, how they attempted to
get this material out. Hurston's letters began, "Dear Boss" - to Dr.
Corse. One began, "Dear Boss:
We had a conference, Dr. DuBois,
Sterling Brown and I, and with all
knives and razors out."

HENDERSON:

• Dr. Cor'1ta Doggett Corse, Jacksonville
native, Vassar graduate, was the Florida
Director of the Federal Writers' Project.

HENDERSON: In fact, "The Con-

temporary Scene" talks about
people coming to Florida as
tourists and becoming Floridians
and what they see as they come
along the highways on Route 19
and the tin can tourist camps and our very peculiar funny state
where the geographical northern
section is more Southern than
our geographical southern section. Isn't that your line?
KENNEDY: I tried to make it
balanced - somewhat reflective
of the scene as it actually was.
We had both the beaches and the
lynchings.
HENDERSON: The Federal Writers'
Project was one of the few experiments that we've had with
taking writers and putting them
on the federal payroll.
KENNEDY: Or cultural workers of
any description?
HENDERSON: That's right.
KENNEDY: With perhaps the exception of things like orchestras and
bands, which have traditionally
been more acceptable. I think
that's a basic consideration and
the legitimacy of the federal
government occupying itself with
cultural matters of the nation is a
still highly controversial subject.
Always has been. At the time, of
course it was controversial. It was
gotten through Congress on the
basis of providing jobs, not attending to the nation's cultural life. So,
under that heading of providing
jobs for these poor cultural
workers, it was created. And, having been created, the question
was what sort of culture it was
going to produce. Anyway, the
projects themselves, by virtue of
what I don't know, came to the
conclusion that there was need to
emphasize popular culture as opposed to longhair culture. And this
being public money, then the
cultural projects would cater to the
public
the general public. This
meant taking the orchestras out of
the music halls and putting them
into the parks. And this meant a

lot of other things.
HENDERSON: Zora published a
novel while she was a WPA
employee. Did you use the
Federal Writers' Project to gather
some material for your later
work?
KENNEDY: Zora had published
before she came o'n the Project.
We were sort of bemused by the
fact that we had a novelist, a
published novelist, on staff in need
of $37 every two weeks. In my
own case, I had published only in
magazines, and for the most part
verse and short stories. I had been
collecting folklore on my own
before the Writers' Project ever
existed, so that a good deal of
what went into my Palmetto Coun-

try, published in '42, came from
that earlier research. On the other
hand, it's true that a considerable
portion, acknowledged in the frontispiece, came from Project
sources. If your question is 'did 1·
feel that getting into writing books
stemmed in part from my experience with the Writers'
Project?' I would say, '~Definitely,
yes!"
Stetson Kennedy is the author of
Palmetto Country ( 1942),
Southern Exposure (1946), A
Jim Crow Guide to the U.S.A.
( 1954), and I Rode with the Ku
Klux Klan ( 19 59). He is currently
compiling a book, Sand in Their
Shoes: The Tales, Songs, Lore
and Legends of the Peoples Who
Made Florida.
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Twenty-five or so years ago when
I was a boy, sloughing my way
through the wastelands of
Elizabeth, New Jersey, I made a
discovery that was to radically
alter the direction (secretive and
interior) my life was taking.
I went to an all-boys school
divided unevenly between the few
who read and the vast majority
who didn't. Those who didn't
waited in the grim corridor leading
to the school library and beat up
those who did. Consequently, the
school library was an underutilized facility.
Girls read and went to libraries,

~

according to the popular wisdom
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of the day. Boys engaged in manly
occupations, the most manly being sports. Never mind that my
sport was volleyball and I was invariably chosen, thanks to my ineptness, to give added support to
the poles that supported the net. I
was doing, in my minimalistic
way, what boys were supposed to
be doing.
The joys of all boy sports eluded
me then and forever. (Still
classified by the cognoscenti as a
sports illiterate, I only recently
discarded my unconvincing knowing smile when male acquaintances talk, 9s they will, about
Kilowoski's great triple pass and
the Saturday afternoon massacre
in the Sugar Bowl.) I became, by
necessity, a closet reader. I was
halfway through the Hardy Boys
series when I ran out of allowance
money (then they cost 99 cents
each) and mother, that inheritor of
the wisdom of the ages, recommended I try the Elizabeth Public
Library where - this said with her
big, bright encouraging smile that
never failed to daunt - "books
are free."
Th.e Elizabeth Public Library was
and is a gray, forbidding Carnegie
castle located on Broad Street. My
dubious machismo on the line, I
eschewed the main entrance,
entering surreptitiously, via the
side door, working my way up
through the stacks like a
plumber's snake, emerging in that
section of the fiction room (rather
like Dr. Frankenstein's laboratory:
huge ceiling, no windows, ancient

A View from the
Board
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electricity) where theM's began.
Thus I began a lifelong relationship with W. Somerset Maugham
(held in bad odour for the last
several decades, his reputation is
just now beginning to climb), that
consummate story teller.
Needless-to-say, the Hardy Boys
were summarilly dismissed as I
almost immediately came to
believe that British colonial Asia
(circa 1 9 2 7) was a far better
place to live and love than virtually
anywhere else and most especially
Elizabeth, New Jersey.
I took to spending the considerable time set aside for sports
reading at the library, two or three
blocks from school. I was not
lonesome: I had all those murky
Maugham remittance men and
women to keep me company. But
the day I looked up and saw Freddy Meiselman, captain of the
school football team, sneak into
the fiction room and reach, voluntarily, for Pride and Prejudice, was
the day I knew I wasn't a lone fiction reader in a world of dedicated
right end tackles.
There are all sorts of freedoms,
of course, but reading gave me
the freedom to choose not to remain in the world I had been born
into (I decided fairly early on that
I, too, wanted to be a storyteller) .
.. and it gave Freddy the freedom
to stay on. Still a Jane Austen
devotee, Freddy practices surgery
in Elizabeth, New Jersey.
Many years later I was in El
Salvador on the eve of the current
revolution. The university and
most of the secondary schools
were closed, but in one of the hill
towns, I blundered into a oneroom school (for reasons that now
elude me, I thought it was a
restaurant). A very tiny and very
old nun was putting a group of
frightened children through their
lessons, jabbing with a bit of chalk
at a blackboard where she had
written, in English, the words she
was shouting at them: "Reading is
freedom." It was the first time I
had ever heard the thought put so
succinctly and right. The Sister
(Ursula, it turned out, was her
churchly name) looked at me, got
my number in a heart beat and,

pointing her chalk at me, said, tell
them. And so I did.
These two annecdotes
somewhat explain, I hope, why I
- as a Floridian and as a member
of the Florida Endowment for the
Humanities board - so enthusiastically endorse the 1 9 8 6
Florida Challenge Program.
Reading is freedom. Becoming
literate - culturally, historically,
scientifically, perhaps even
becoming sports literate - gives
one the opportunity to 6ommunicate; to become more
human.
David A. Kaufelt
Leo L. Nussbaum, Director of the Academy of Senior Professionals at Eckerd
College, testifying at the Public Hearing, FEH Board of Directors' meeting,
Clearwater, October 9, 7986.

News Notes
Next Board
Meeting
The next meeting of the FEH
Board of Directors will be held
February 1 2 & 1 3, 1 9 8 7, in
Jacksonville, at the Jacksonville
Hilton. Interested parties are invited to comment on the efforts
of FEH in writing, in person, or
both at a Public Hearing
scheduled for the afternoon of
February 1 2.

Governor Graham has appointed
Ann Henderson, FEH Executive
Director, to the United States Constitutional Bicentennial Commission of Florida, chaired by Ben F.
Overton of the Florida Supreme
Court. The organizational meeting
of the Florida Commissionn was
held Oct. 1, at Disney World,
where they met with U.S. Chief
Justice Warren Berger who chairs
the National Bicentennial Commission.
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The National Association of
Counties has presented its County
Achievement Award to Dade
County in recognition of the import
and impact of the FEH funded
project, ''Time Present Time
Future," sponsored by Community
Action and Research, Inc. The
project is reported to have "made
a tremendous impact upon the
revitalization of the Art Deco
District on Miami Beach.'' It is
''still referred to as a guide for
developers, city planners, and
citizens concerned about this area
or interested in the Art Deco
period," according to Paul A.
Rothman.

Ann Henderson, FEH Executive
Director.

Fishing All My Days, "was absolutely great," writes Bob Jones,
Executive Director of Southeastern
Fisheries Association. Of the
videotape funded by FEH, and
sponsored by Florida Folklife Programs and WUFT-TV, he says,
"The characters, conversations,
photographic shots were some of
the best I have ever seen. It was
real. It was human. It was entertaining and educational."

The Chair
Moves n
Lucius (Lu) Ellsworth, elected to
Chair the FEH Board of Directors
in May, 1 985, and a Board
member since June, 1 983, has
moved to Tennessee. The October
meeting of the Board was his last
in the chair. During his tenure,
FEH gained dynamism, direction
and maturity. Regrets over losing
him are only tempered by congratulations on his new position as
Associate Executive Director of the
Tennessee Higher Education Commission, based in Nashville.
Though gone from the state, he is
still on the end of the phone when
counsel and continuity are needed.
With Lu's departure, Gwendolyn
(Gwen) Mclin moves up to the
Chair. Appointed to the FEH Board
by Governor Graham in January of
1 983, Gwen accepted the
responsibilities of the Vice Chair in
May of 1 9 8 5. Gwen brings to the
Chair a wealth of experience in
educational, cultural and political
affairs. Her long standing concern
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Lu Ellsworth (left) and Gwen McLin with Art Brown, an FEH
Board alumnus.
to reach across racial and cultural
barriers, and heal the wounds of
conflict, motivated a 1 971 personal mission on behalf of POWMIAs to the North Vietnamese Embassy in Laos, and led her to serve
as co-organizer of an interracial
child development center for
underpriviledged pre-schoolers in
1 97 4. With an Ed.D. in English

from the University of Florida, and
involvement in public processes to
the point of being a delegate to
the 1984 Democratic National
Convention, she combines in her
person the FEH concern to link
professional humanities scholars to
the interests of out-of-school
citizens.

"What is at stake is the quality
of the environment in which
Americans live, that environment
in its most important aspect its imaginative, its moral, its
aesthetic, its intellectual
aspect."
Charles Frankel, "Why The
Humanities?"
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